FIRST with every significant innovation in travel trailers
now FIRST again!
Here is what the remarkable Dura-Torque axle with rubber torsion bars will do for you: You'll be able to take your Airstream over the most arduous road, the most impossible cowpath, even across open country... regardless of condition... and know that you will not, cannot break a spring! And the Dura-Torque design increases ground clearance 7 extra inches, so you can travel even the ruttiest road without hanging up! Rubber torsion bars give your Airstream greater lateral stability. This means easier, safer towing... no slip or slide as you come on or off the road. The pitch and toss of jouncing springs has been eliminated completely; vibration is noticeably reduced and your Airstream skims incredibly smooth along any kind of road, better stabilized, more level than ever. You can expect your tires to last much longer. The Dura-Torque suspension even makes it possible to remove one of the wheels in case of a flat, and drive on any three wheels for several hundred miles! Yes, I'm sure you'll agree with me... this new Dura-Torque axle is the most significant mechanical improvement in the 35 year history of travel trailers.

Just what is the Dura-Torque axle with rubber torsion bars and how does it work? An exclusive Airstream innovation in trailers, the Dura-Torque axle incorporates rubber torsion bars as an integral part of the axle, eliminating the old fashioned type steel springs. This means each wheel is individually suspended... each absorbs road irregularities independently of the others. This is why I was able to remove a bad tire on my Airstream and drive 700 miles through the roughest terrain in the Belgian Congo on three wheels!

But that's only half the story... the new Dura-Torque axle also reduces trailer upkeep. Rubber torsion bars do away with the need for conventional steel springs and all the parts that go with them. Rocker arms, shackles, pins, bearings, nuts and bolts are no longer needed. 148 parts in all are eliminated! Unlike the old fashioned axle and spring assemblies, all axle movement is encased and cushioned in rubber... there is no friction
Dura-Torque axle the most important trailer running gear since the trailer itself!"

NEW Dura-Torque AXLE

NOTHING TO WEAR OUT! NEVER NEEDS LUBRICATION!
NEVER NEEDS ATTENTION! ELIMINATES 148 METAL PARTS!
ENDS BROKEN SPRING TROUBLE FOREVER!

anywhere. It will no longer be necessary for you to have the shackles lubricated—ever! And since linkages and other movable parts have been done away with, there is nothing to wear out—nothing to replace! Your Dura-Torque axle with rubber torsion bars never requires attention of any kind. From the moment you take delivery, you can forget about spring and axle for good! The torsion bars are made of a special rubber that will outlast steel leaf springs many times over and you will never have to replace them for as long as you own your Airstream.

While the Dura-Torque axle is new and Airstream is the first and only manufacturer to bring this remarkable improvement to trailer travelers, we have been testing it for many years. In fact, we have spent a period of 5 years for testing alone! We subjected the Dura-Torque axe to the most exhausting tests any trailer device has ever known. We have taken the Dura-Torque over 150,000 miles across the most tortuous conditions imaginable in the U.S., Canada, Mexico and Europe...over desert, mountain roads and cross country. I personally put Dura-Torque through the paces in the most remote areas of Central America. I was so amazed with the results and performance, that I decided to take this same trailer equipment with the same set of axles to Africa. From Capetown to Cairo, we blazed a trail through the most不可能的 country Africa could offer...all without a single case of spring breakdown! This same set of Dura-Torque axles are in use on my trailer right now!

Axle springs have remained pretty much the same since they were first put on trailers back in 1925. In fact, today's leaf spring is the same spring used on the old horse-drawn buggies. Airstream's Dura-Torque axle is the first major improvement in trailer running gear since the advent of the trailer itself!

It is another first for Airstream and we think one of the greatest! Every Airstream manufactured today is equipped with this remarkable Dura-Torque axle with rubber torsion bars. Go to your Airstream dealer. Let him demonstrate it. Experience the smoother, almost vibrationless ride...the incredible ease of towing. Try it yourself across rough roads or open country...try it any way you want to. And when you do, I'm sure you'll come away as impressed as we are. You too will say the Dura-Torque axle sets all other trailers back 35 years!
LIFE STARTS ALL OVER AGAIN IN AN AIRSTREAM!

And poetic Mexico is the place to enjoy your new life! Park right beside the huge Pyramid of the Sun and step back into the 6th century. Explore the ancient temples of Teotihuacan... probe the ruins of the lost Toltec civilization. When you go in an Airstream, all of Mexico belongs to you. You become a part of the slow-and-easy way of life and see more than the usual tourist high spots. You'll live among the friendly people in the still unspoiled villages. You'll shop in their exotic market places and take part in the gay fiestas. Smiling faces will say, "Welcome. Our humble village is yours!" You'll get to know cosmopolitan Mexico City intimately. And wherever you stop, hot and cold running water... heat... refrigeration... dreamy beds... bathroom... everything is there with you, completely independent of outside sources. Hurry to your Airstream dealer, the countryside is painted with flowers and the mariachis are tuning up!